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Abstract
Conventional point cloud delivery schemes use graph-based compression to stream threedimensional (3D) points and the corresponding color attributes over wireless channels for 3D
scene reconstructions. However, the graph-based compression requires a significant communication overhead for graph signal decoding, i.e., inverse graph Fourier transform (IGFT),
and such large overhead causes a low 3D reconstruction quality due to power and rate losses.
We propose a novel scheme of point cloud delivery to significantly reduce the amount of
overhead while allowing a small degradation in the 3D reconstruction quality. Specifically,
the proposed scheme exploits Givens rotation for the graph-based transform basis matrix to
compress the basis matrix into quantized angle parameters. Even when the angle parameters
are strongly quantized for compression, the receiver can reconstruct a clean point cloud by
using the basis matrix obtained from the quantized angle parameters. Evaluation results
show the Givens rotation in the proposed scheme achieves overhead reduction with a slight
quality degradation. For example, the proposed scheme achieves 89.8% overhead reduction
with 1.3 dB quality degradation compared with the conventional point cloud delivery scheme
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Abstract—Conventional point cloud delivery schemes use
graph-based compression to stream three-dimensional (3D) points
and the corresponding color attributes over wireless channels for
3D scene reconstructions. However, the graph-based compression
requires a significant communication overhead for graph signal
decoding, i.e., inverse graph Fourier transform (IGFT), and such
large overhead causes a low 3D reconstruction quality due to
power and rate losses. We propose a novel scheme of point cloud
delivery to significantly reduce the amount of overhead while
allowing a small degradation in the 3D reconstruction quality.
Specifically, the proposed scheme exploits Givens rotation for
the graph-based transform basis matrix to compress the basis
matrix into quantized angle parameters. Even when the angle
parameters are strongly quantized for compression, the receiver
can reconstruct a clean point cloud by using the basis matrix
obtained from the quantized angle parameters. Evaluation results
show the Givens rotation in the proposed scheme achieves overhead reduction with a slight quality degradation. For example,
the proposed scheme achieves 89.8% overhead reduction with
1.3 dB quality degradation compared with the conventional point
cloud delivery scheme.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Point cloud [1] is one of data structures to reconstruct
three-dimensional (3D) scenes and objects on holographic
displays [2]. Point cloud typically consists of a set of 3D
points, and each point is defined by 3D coordinates, i.e., (X,
Y, Z), and color attributes, i.e., (R, G, B) or (Y, U, V).
In contrast to conventional two-dimensional (2D) images
and videos, 3D point cloud data are not well-aligned in order
and are not uniformly distributed in space. One of the major
issues in the point cloud delivery is how to encode and send
such numerous and irregular structure of 3D points while
keeping high 3D reconstruction quality on displays. Hence,
realizing wireless point cloud delivery faces a particular challenge as band-limited wireless channels are often unable to
accommodate a large amount of traffic data required for 3D
reconstructions.
For the conventional point cloud encoders, such as popular
point cloud library (PCL) [3], [4], use octree decomposition,
prediction, quantization, and entropy coding. Specifically, a
sender first decomposes 3D points into 3D point subsets [5],
i.e., octree blocks, and takes quantization and entropy coding
for each octree block to generate the compressed bitstream for
transmissions. However, such point cloud encoders have limited coding efficiency because the conventional schemes do not
fully exploit the underlying correlations between the irregular
structure of the 3D points. To realize better 3D reconstruction

quality, recent studies consider the introduction of graph signal
processing (GSP) [6] for point cloud delivery. HoloCast [7]
is a pioneer work on graph-based point cloud delivery over
wireless links. Specifically, HoloCast regards the 3D points
as vertices in a graph G and take graph Fourier transform
(GFT) [8] for the graph signals to exploit the correlations
between the adjacent graph signals, and directly sends the GFT
coefficients by using analog modulation [9]. The GFT-based
coding realizes better energy compaction across the graph
signals, and thus it offers better 3D reconstruction quality
irrespective of wireless channel quality.
However, the graph-based coding needs to send the graphbased transform basis matrix in GFT as metadata for signal
decoding. For example, the sender needs to inform N 2 real
elements of the graph-based transform basis matrix as the
metadata when the number of 3D points in an octree block is
N . A large number of metadata transmissions causes a large
communication overhead.
In this paper, we propose a novel scheme for wireless graphbased point cloud delivery, motivated by HoloCast [7], to
achieve better 3D reconstruction quality under a low communication overhead. For overhead reduction, the proposed
scheme introduces the Givens rotation [10], [11] for the GFT
basis matrix compression. The Givens rotation is used to
represent any unitary basis matrices with the minimum number
of angle parameters. Although the Givens rotation is studied
in wireless communications systems to reduce the overhead
of channel feedback [10], [11], there are no studies showing
benefits of this technique in graph-based point cloud delivery
systems. The angle parameters are quantized prior to metadata
transmission and the receiver reconstructs the basis matrix by
using the quantized angle parameters.
From the evaluation results, we demonstrate that the proposed scheme achieves 89.8% reduction on communication
overhead compared with the conventional HoloCast while
keeping high reconstruction quality.
II. P ROPOSED G RAPH - BASED P OINT C LOUD D ELIVERY
The main objective of our study is to reduce the overhead
of graph-based point cloud delivery, i.e., HoloCast [7], with a
slight degradation of 3D reconstruction quality. Fig. 1 shows
the overview of the proposed scheme. The proposed scheme
uses octree decomposition to decompose graph signals into
multiple octree blocks and then takes GFT for point attributes
in octree blocks to compact the signal power, whose output

Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed point cloud delivery scheme, employing Givens rotation for the compression of graph-based transform basis matrix.

is then scaled and directly mapped to transmission signals
using analog modulation. In addition, the proposed scheme
exploits the Givens rotation to quantize the GFT basis matrix
into angle parameters. The analog-modulated symbols and the
quantized angle parameters are transmitted to the receiver. The
receiver uses minimum mean-square error (MMSE) filter to
denoise the received GFT coefficients and finally takes IGFT
to reconstruct 3D coordinates and color components by using
the basis matrix recovered from the received angle parameters.
1) Graph Construction: We assume that the 3D points
have already been organized into octree blocks, where each
octree block may contain N 3D points. The proposed scheme
represents the 3D coordinates and color components in each
octree block using a weighted and undirected graph G =
(V , E, W ) where V and E are the vertex and edge sets of G,
respectively. W is an adjacency matrix having positive edge
weights and the (i, j)th entry Wi,j represents the weight of an
edge connecting vertices i and j. We consider the attributes of
the point cloud, i.e., the 3D coordinates p = [x, y, z]T ∈ R3×N
and the color components c = [y, u, v]T ∈ R3×N as signals
that reside on the vertices in the graph where N is the number
of vertices.
2) Graph Fourier Transform: From the attributes, each
weight Wi,j can be calculated, e.g., by the bilateral Gaussian
kernel [12] as follows:
 

kpi − pj k22
kci − cj k22
Wi,j = exp −
+
,
κp
κc

(1)

where κp and κc are hyperparameters for 3D coordinates
and color components, respectively. In the proposed scheme,
we use the sample variance across all the attributes for the
hyperparameter κp and κc . A sender then transforms the graph
signals into spectral representation using GFT. The GFT is
defined through the graph Laplacian operator L using edge
weight matrix W and degree matrix D, where D is the
diagonal degree matrix whose ith diagonal element is equal
to the sum of the weights of all the edges incident to vertex
i. Specifically, the diagonal matrix is represented as:
(P
N
Di,j =

n=1

0,

Wi,n , if i = j,
otherwise.

(2)

Based on the degree matrix, we can calculate the graph
Laplacian matrix [13]:
L = D − W.

(3)

Several other variants of Laplacian matrix such as random
walk graph Laplacian [12] were also investigated in HoloCast [7].
In general, the graph Laplacian is a real symmetric matrix
that has a complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors with
corresponding nonnegative eigenvalues. To obtain the eigenvectors and eigenvalues, the eigenvalue decomposition of the
Laplacian matrix is performed as:
L = Φ∆Φ−1 ,

(4)

where Φ is the eigenvectors matrix and ∆ is a diagonal matrix
containing the eigenvalues. The multiplicity of the smaller
eigenvalue indicates the number of connected components of
the graph. The GFT coefficients of each attribute are obtained
by multiplying the graph-based transform basis matrix by the
corresponding attribute as follows:
s = f Φ,

(5)

where s is a vector of GFT coefficients corresponding to the
attribute vector of f in an octree block. After power allocation
for each GFT coefficient, the GFT coefficients are mapped to
I (in-phase) and Q (quadrature-phase) components for analog
wireless transmissions.
Let xi denote the ith analog-modulated symbol, which is
the ith GFT coefficient si of an attribute scaled by a factor of
gi for noise reduction as follows:
xi = gi · si .

(6)

The optimal scale factor gi is obtained by minimizing the MSE
under the power constraint with a total power budget of P as
follows:
N
h
i X
σ 2 λi
2
,
(7)
min MSE = E (si − ŝi ) =
2
gi λi + σ 2
{gi }
i
s.t.

N
1 X 2
g λi = P,
N i i

where E[·] denotes expectation, ŝi is a receiver estimate of the
transmitted GFT coefficient, λi is the power of the ith GFT

coefficient, N is the number of GFT coefficients, and σ 2 is
a receiver noise variance. As shown in [9], the near-optimal
solution is expressed as
s
NP
−1/4
(8)
gi = λi
PN √ .
λj
j
A. Decoder
Over the wireless links, the receiver obtains the received
symbol, which is modeled as follows:
yi = xi + n i ,

(9)

where yi is the ith received symbol and ni is an effective
AWGN with a variance of σ 2 (which is already normalized
by wireless channel strength in the presence of fading attenuation). The GFT coefficients are extracted from I and Q
components via an MMSE filter [9]:
ŝi =

gi λi
2
gi λi + σ 2

· yi .

(10)

The decoder then reconstructs corresponding graph signals fˆ,
i.e., attributes of 3D coordinates and color components in an
octree block, by taking the inverse GFT for the filtered GFT
coefficients in each attribute ŝ as follows:
fˆ = ŝ Φ−1 .

(11)
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where | · | is the absolute value of the corresponding element.
At the first step, the proposed scheme makes all the entries
in the first column under the first component all zeros. To
do so, we first extract the angle information from the first
column by multiplying Φ by D1† to have an absolute-valued
column, and then applying a series of Givens matrices with
appropriate parameters to make all entries under (1, 1) element
zeros. Since the Givens rotation has the length of vector, the
(1, 1) element will be 1. At the same time, all the entries
in the first row except the (1, 1) element also become zeros
because of the orthogonality between the columns. We carry
similar procedures on the remaining columns sequentially, and
then finally we have an identity matrix IN . Since each Givens
matrix is an orthogonal matrix, the matrix Φ can be factored
as:
Φ = D1 (φ1,1 , . . . , φ1,3 )G2 (ψ1,1 )G1 (ψ1,2 )·

B. Overhead Reduction
In the conventional graph-based point cloud delivery
schemes, the sender needs to inform the eigenvectors matrix,
i.e., Φ, to the receiver for graph signal reconstruction. In this
case, the sender transmits N 2 real elements to the receiver
as the metadata in each octree block when the number of 3D
points in an octree block is N .
In fact, as the basis matrix is unitary, the minimum number of elements to represent the eigenvectors is N (N − 1)
according to [11], where the Givens rotation was introduced
to efficiently compress the eigenvectors. In our proposed
scheme, we apply the same technique to reduce the amount of
metadata transmissions via the Givens rotation. Specifically,
the eigenvectors matrix Φ ∈ RN ×N can be decomposed as
follows:
N h
N
−k
i
Y
Y
Φ=
Dk (φk,k , . . . , φk,N )
GN −l (ψk,l ) ,
(12)
k=1

We explain the parameterization procedure with
eigenvectors matrix Φ as follows:
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l=1

D2 (φ2,2 , . . . , φ2,3 )G2 (ψ2,1 ).

(16)

When we have a parameter set, i.e., the rotation angles
{φk,l , ψk,l }, the proposed scheme exactly reconstructs the
original matrix Φ. However, the transmission of the original
parameter set still causes a large communication overhead.
Therefore, the angle information of φ and ψ is quantized
before transmission. Since the eigenvectors matrix consists of
the real elements, the angles φ are quantized 0 or 2π by using 1
bit. On the other hand, the rotation angles {ψk,l } are quantized
between 0 and π/2 as given by the following equation:
ψ=π·

2k + 1
,
2b+2

k = 0, 1, . . . , 2b − 1,

(17)

where b is the number of bits used to quantize ψ. As the
probability density function of φ is not uniform according
to [11], more efficient compression with modified quantization
is also possible.

Dk (φk,k , . . . , φk,N ) = diag(1k−1 , eφk,k , . . . , eφk,N ), (13)
where 1k−1 is an all-ones vector of size k − 1, and Gl−1 (ψ)
is Givens rotation matrix in rows l − 1 and l as follows:


Il−2


c −s
,
Gl−1 (ψ) = 
(14)


s c
IN −l
where Il is l × l identity matrix, c = cos(ψ) and s = sin(ψ).
Hence any basis matrix is represented with angle variables of
φk,l and ψk,l .

III. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. Simulation Settings
Performance Metric: We evaluate the 3D reconstruction
quality of point cloud delivery in terms of the symmetric MSE
based on [14] in each attribute of 3D coordinates p and color
components c. The symmetric MSE of the 3D coordinates,
sMSExyz , can be obtained as follows:
sMSExyz =


1
d(porg → pdec ) + d(pdec → porg ) ,
2

(18)

dec

-30

The symmetric MSE of the color components, sMSEyuv , is
derived analogously as follows:

1
sMSEyuv = d(corg → cdec ) + d(cdec → corg ) , (21)
2
where corg and cdec are the original and decoded color
components, respectively. In this case, the asymmetric MSE
of the color component is defined as follows:
1 X
2
c − cdec (p0dec ) 2 ,
d(corg → cdec ) =
N c∈c

d(cdec

1 X
→ corg ) =
N c∈c

c − corg (p0org )

2
,
2

dec

p0org = arg min pdec − p0
p0 ∈porg

2
,
2
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where porg is the original 3D coordinates and pdec is the
decoded 3D coordinates. Here, each way of the asymmetric
MSE in the 3D coordinates are defined as follows:


1 X
0 2
,
(19)
p
−
p
d(porg → pdec ) =
min
2
p0 ∈pdec
N p∈p
org


1 X
0 2
d(pdec → porg ) =
. (20)
p
−
p
min
2
p0 ∈porg
N p∈p

-26
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where cdec/org (p) represents the color components of the
corresponding 3D coordinate p.
Point Cloud Dataset: We use the reference point cloud,
namely, milk color, whose number of points is 13,704. We use
octree decomposition to decompose 3D points into multiple
octree blocks. In this case, the maximum number of 3D points
in each block is N .
B. Overhead Reduction
We first evaluate the amount of communication overhead in
the original HoloCast and the proposed schemes in terms of
bits/attribute. Here, both schemes consider the different levels
of N in octree decomposition to discuss the tradeoff between
the overhead and reconstruction quality: N = 1,000, 2,500,
3,000, and 5,000. In addition, the proposed scheme uses the
different number of bits b for the angle parameter ψ: b = 4,
8, and 12.
Figs. 2(a) and (b) show the reconstruction quality of the 3D
coordinates and color components as a function of the communication overhead for graph-based transform basis matrix
in both schemes at a wireless channel SNR of 20 dB. From
the evaluation results, we have the following key observations:
• The proposed scheme improves the 3D reconstruction
quality with an increase of N .
• The proposed scheme achieves the same 3D reconstruction quality as the original HoloCast with a lower communication overhead.
For example, the proposed scheme achieves 89.8% overhead
reduction compared with HoloCast under 1.4 dB and 1.2 dB
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(b) Color components c
Fig. 2. MSE of 3D coordinates and color attributes as a function of overhead
in original graph-based HoloCast and the proposed schemes at wireless
channel SNR of 20 dB.

MSE degradation in the 3D coordinates and color components
at the octree decomposition level N of 5,000.
C. 3D Reconstruction Quality
The previous section demonstrated that the Givens rotation
in the proposed scheme yields a large overhead reduction to
achieve the same quality at a certain channel SNR. In this
section, we discuss the 3D reconstruction quality of both
schemes in different wireless channel quality environments.
Here, we set a maximum number of 3D points in each octree
block to 5,000 in the proposed scheme. In addition, we discuss
the 3D reconstruction quality of the conventional HoloCast
with/without overhead reduction, we also consider two types
of HoloCast with N of 5,000 and 750, namely, ideal HoloCast
and HoloCast. In this case, the ideal HoloCast and HoloCast
schemes require 1,011,306 and 128,915 bits/attribute, respectively.
Figs. 3 (a) and (b) show the MSE performance of 3D
coordinates and color attributes in each reference scheme as a

performance of the proposed scheme in the 3D coordinates
and color components is 19.4 dB and 9.9 dB higher than
HoloCast, respectively, on average across the wireless channel
SNRs of 0 dB to 30 dB at b = 12. In this case, the
communication overhead of the proposed scheme is 20.3%
lower than that of HoloCast. It suggests that the Given rotation
in the proposed scheme can reconstruct graph-based transform
basis matrix with a lower communication overhead and clean
3D point cloud can be obtained from the reconstructed basis
matrix compared with the conventional graph-based point
cloud delivery schemes.
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Finally, we discuss the visual quality of the conventional
HoloCast and the proposed scheme to further clarify the effect
of the Givens rotation on the reconstructed 3D point cloud.
Figs. 4 (a)–(f) discuss the visual quality of the reference
schemes at the wireless channel SNR of 30 dB. We consider the same N in each reference scheme as mentioned in
Sec. III-C. The amount of metadata in each reference scheme
is thus the same in Sec. III-C.
The key results from these figures are summarized as
follows:
• The visual quality of HoloCast significantly degrades
when the amount of metadata is restricted. Whereas, the
proposed scheme achieves high quality in 3D reconstruction at a lower requirement of metadata overhead.
• The proposed scheme at b = 12 achieves almost comparable visual quality of the ideal HoloCast. The minor
degradation does not impose a significant effect on the
human perception.

(b) Color components c

IV. C ONCLUSION
Fig. 3. MSE of 3D coordinates and color attributes in HoloCast and the
proposed schemes at N = 5,000 as a function of wireless channel SNRs.

function of wireless channel SNRs. In this case, the proposed
scheme sets the number of bits for the angle parameter ψ
from 8 to 12 to demonstrate the impact of overhead on the
3D reconstruction quality. Here, the overheads in the proposed
schemes at b = {8, 9, · · · , 12} bits are 71,086, 78,984, 86,882,
94,780, and 102,678 bits/attribute, respectively.
We can see that the 3D reconstruction quality of the
proposed scheme approaches to the ideal HoloCast with an
increase of b. For example, when the number of bits b is 12, the
degradation of reconstruction quality between ideal HoloCast
and the proposed scheme in both 3D coordinates and color
components is 1.5 dB on average across the wireless channel
SNRs of 0 dB to 30 dB. As we will discuss the visual quality of
the reference schemes in the following section, the degradation
at a large number of b is small for human perception.
In addition, we can verify that the proposed scheme simultaneously realizes better 3D reconstruction quality and low
overhead requirement compared with the original HoloCast
irrespective of wireless channel quality. For example, the MSE

In this paper, we proposed a novel point cloud delivery
scheme to maintain better 3D reconstruction quality under
a low communication overhead requirement. Specifically, the
Given rotation in the proposed scheme can compress the
GFT basis matrix into quantized angle parameters. Based
on the quantized angle parameters, the proposed scheme can
reconstruct the basis matrix at the receiver under a low communication overhead. Evaluation results showed that the proposed scheme simultaneously yields better 3D reconstruction
quality and lower communication overhead compared with
the conventional HoloCast. In addition, the proposed scheme
achieves a similar visual quality to the ideal HoloCast scheme
with a significant reduction on communication overhead.
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Overhead: 1,011,306 bits

(c) HoloCast
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Fig. 4. Snapshots in the reference schemes at wireless channel SNR of 30 dB
under the different number of bits for the angle parameters.

